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BASICALLY BOUNDED FUNCTORS AND FLAT SHEAVES

WILLIAM C. WATERHOUSE

A functor is here called basically bounded if, roughly
speaking, it is determined by its values on objects of some
bounded cardinality. For functors on i?-algebras, it is shown
that common constructions involving basically bounded
functors can again be computed on algebras of bounded size,
and hence are uniquely defined irrespective of any special
set-theoretic assumptions. Even operations which seem to
require arbitrarily large algebras—computing Cech coho-
mology and sheafifications in the flat topology, forming Ext
groups and sheaves—turn out to be basically bounded. The
proofs use homological algebra and a notion of approxima-
tion by small coverings.

In abstract algebraic geometry, e.g. [4], it is often convenient
to embed the category of schemes in a certain category of functors
known as the sheaves for the flat (fpqc) topology. This larger
category has the advantage of containing cokernels. But un-
fortunately their construction involves sheafification, which requires
taking a direct limit over all flat coverings. Such a limit has no
obvious reason to exist and indeed may well not exist; as we shall
see, functors in general simply do not have flat sheafifications. One
can rescue the construction ad hoc by restricting to a fixed "universe",
but then the result will in general depend on the universe chosen.
Yet all of this is unnatural; if we take an algebraic group acting
on a variety over Q, we never expect the quotient sheaf to have
rational points whose existence depends on the size of the universe.
It therefore ought to be possible to isolate the sheaves which have
geometric meaning and deal with them in a way independent of
arbitrary foundational assumptions. That is the purpose of this
paper.

Much of the argumentation is category-theoretic. Indeed, the
book of Gabriel and Ulmer [5], which came to my attention after
this work was completed, overlaps part of the paper and provides
a language for stating the results in extreme generality. In the
interests of readability, however, I have chosen to present simply
the detailed results for ϋί-algebras and the flat topology. The
basic special property of this topology is approximation by small
coverings (§ 3), and with this in mind anyone who wants more
general statements can easily abstract them.
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Throughout the paper R will denote a fixed ring (commutative
with unit), and m will be an infinite cardinal not less than §{R).
An 12-algebra of cardinality at most m will be called small. The
category of i?-algebras whose underlying sets are contained in some
fixed set of cardinality m, say the von Neumann cardinal of that
size, will be denoted 12-Al (m). Thus 12-Al (m) has in all 2m objects
and 2m morphisms, and every isomorphism class of small 12-algebras
is represented in it. We use j to denote the inclusion of 12-A1 (m) as
a full subcategory of 12-Al, the category of "all" 12-algebras. It
makes no difference how one makes sense of 12-Al; it might be all
12-algebras in a fixed universe, or simply 12-A1 (n) for some n bigger
than m.

2. m-based functors. If L is a (set-valued) functor on 12-Al,
then its restriction j*L is a functor on 12-A1 (m). Left adjoint to
j * is the Kan extension j \ , taking a functor F on 12-A1 (m) to a
functor j\F on JB-A1. Explicitly, j*F(A) is the direct limit of F(S)
over all morphisms £ —>A with S in 12-Al(m). The injections S—>A
are obviously cofinal, and one can think of j*F(A) as the direct
limit over all small subalgebras of A.

DEFINITION. A functor on 12-A1 is called m-based if it is of the
form j\F. It is clear that this depends only on m, not on the
particular set of cardinality m underlying 12-A1 (m).

THEOREM 2.1. Let F denote a functor on R-M{m), and L a
functor on 12-Al. Then

(a) Horn {F, i*L) is naturally isomorphic to Horn (j*F, L).
(b) The functor j*j*F is naturally isomorphic to F.
(c) Every morphism of an m-based functor into L factors

uniquely through j*j*L.
(d) The m-based functors form a full subcategory of functors

on -K-Al; via j * and j * they are equivalent to the functors on
Λ-Al(m).

(e) i* preserves all direct limits.
(f) i* preserves monomorphisms and epimorphisms.
(g) 3* preserves inverse limits over index categories having no

more than m morphisms.

Proof. Statements (a) through (e) are familiar general non-
sense, (a) being the definition of left adjoint. Monomorphism and
epimorphism of functors are tested at each value, so (f) means
simply that the set-theoretic direct limits involved preserve injectivity
and surjectivity. For surjectivity this is obvious. For injectivity
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it follows from the fact that the maps S—>A form a good limit
category, satisfying axioms {L 1, 2, 3) of [1, p. 7]—a filtered category,
in the language of [6, p. 6].

To prove (g), finally, it is enough to show that j * preserves
equalizers and preserves products having at most m factors. Pre-
servation of equalizers again follows trivially from the fact that
maps S—>A form a filtered category. Preservation of the products
is a simple consequence of the additional fact that any m maps
Si—>A factor through a single map S—+A. (One obtains S by
choosing an algebra in R-Al (m) isomorphic to the tensor product
of the St.)

A functor to abelian groups we will call an abelian functor.
Obviously abelian functors on i?-Al (m) have Kan extensions to
abelian functors on iϋ-Al, and one can repeat the preceding proof
for them. Furthermore, since the index categories of maps S—* A are
filtered, the set-theoretic direct limits of abelian groups are the sets
underlying the limit groups. Thus we have the following result.

THEOREM 2.2. (a) Let F be an abelian functor on i?-Al (m).
The extension of F to an abelian functor on i?-Al has j\F as its

underlying set functor; thus without ambiguity the extension can
still be denoted j*F.

(b) As a map from abelian functors on i?-Al (m) to abelian
functors on J2-A1, the operation j \ satisfies all the statements in
(2.1).

Henceforth we will use Horn for abelian functor homomorphisms;
arbitrary functor transformations, which will rarely occur, will be
denoted Morph.

DEFINITION. For m ^ n the m-based functors are a full sub-
category of the %-based functors. The union of all these will
be called the category of basically bounded functors on iϋ-Al.

The rest of this paper is designed as evidence in favor of the
following theses: (1) The basically bounded functors include most
functors commonly occurring in algebraic geometry; and (2) Con-
structions involving basically bounded functors can be carried out
on algebras of explicitly bounded size. For example, we have
already verified (2) for direct and inverse limits over any specified
index set. Some of the later proofs are not so easy, but the
evidence still suggests that (1) and (2) will be true as a general
rule. (As an explicit test, I have presented verifications for all
constructions used in [7]-) The basic claim, already stated in the
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introduction, is that ordinary abstract geometric constructions have
no set-theoretic ambiguity: they are well defined and uniquely
determined independent of any special foundational assumptions.

3* Approximation by small coverings*

DEFINITION. Let A be an i?-algebra. A covering of A for the
flat topology is a finite family of morphisms {A —+ J5J such that
A—+ΠBi is faithfully flat. (This is not saturated, i.e. in the
terminology of [6, p. 14] it is a pretopology rather than a topology,
but that makes no difference for our purposes.) A refinement of
{A—>2?J is another covering {A —• Ck) together with, for each i, an
A algebra map of Bt into some Ckli).

DEFINITION. Let {S-+Tk} be a covering lying in jβ-Al (m); for
any map S—+A the family {A—>A<%)sTk} is a covering of A.
When {A —> Bt} is a refinement of this covering, we call {S —> Tk}
a small covering approximation to {A—*J5J. In other words, a
small covering approximation is a small covering {S ~> Tk} together
with maps Tk—*Bi{k) lying over a single map S—>A.

Our results on small covering approximations rest on the follow-
ing fact.

LEMMA 3.1. Let A—>B be faithfully flat, S' any small sub-
algebra of A, and T' any small subalgebra of B. Then there are
small subalgebras S 3 S ' and Γ 3 f with S—+T faithfully fiat.

Proof. We view A—>B as an inclusion. Recall [2, Chap. 1,
§3, Prop. 13] that A->Bis faithfully flat iff the following statement
is true:

"Let Σkykcki = di be any system of linear equations with the
cki and di in A. Then every solution of the equations in B has the
form yk — xk + Σrbrzrk where (xk) is a solution in A, the br are in B,
and for each r the (zrk) are in A satisfying the associated homo-
geneous equation Σkzrkcki = 0."

Now given S' and T we first expand T to make T B S\
Consider all the linear equations with cki and cί, in S'; each solution
in T' is a solution in B, and we write it in the form xk + Σbrzrk.
Adjoin to Tf all the xkf br, and zrk needed for this, and let Ti be
the resulting algebra; then 2\ is again a small subalgebra. Set
Sλ = T1Π A. Apply the same process to S1 and T19 obtaining S2

and Γ2, and continue to iterate; let Γ = U ^ and S = U S , = ΓnA.
Then S—>T is faithfully flat. Indeed, consider any system of
equations with entries in S and any solution of it in T. The entries
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and solution then lie in some Sn and Tn, and the elements needed
to put the solution in the desired form are by construction available
in Sn+ί and Tn+1.

Obviously this is a Skolem-Lowenheim argument.

Note that the lemma extends immediately to the case where we
have a covering {A—+ Bt} with small subalgebras S' £ A and T{ S Bt.
For inside B = ΠB, we find Γ 3 ΠTU and Γ, like ΠTi will contain
the idempotents of the product decomposition and thus will itself
be a product ΠTt.

THEOREM 3.2. The small covering approximations to a fixed
covering {A —> 2?J form a filtered category in which every m objects
have an upper bound. Co final among them are those for which the
index set is the same as for {A —* JSJ and all the maps S-+A and
Ti —> Bi are injective.

Proof. A morphism from {Sf —> Tί} to {S —+ Tό} is of course
given by consistent maps S'—>S and Tl—+Tj{k) compatible with
the maps to A and B^ For any small covering approximation
{S' —* Tl) we can take the images of Sr and Tl9 expand them to a
covering by the lemma, and choose an isomorphic covering in
i2-Al (m). Hence the injective approximations with the same index
set are cofinal. Obviously also any m of them have an upper bound,
since the union of their images can be expanded to a covering.

THEOREM 3.3. Let {A—>Bt) be a covering. For each small
approximation {S—*Tt} with the same index set, and each finite
family of indices ilf •••, in, consider the induced map

Then these maps are cofinal among maps of small algebras to
(S^nλ=ίBiχ, and thus for any m-based functor one can compute
J*F(®Biλ)-a8 a direct limit over small covering approximations.

Proof. Observe first that by (3.1) the images of small covering
approximations exhaust A and Bif and therefore the map from the
direct limit of the ® 5 Tiχ to ®^ Biχ is surjective. An element of
® Tiχ which goes to zero in ® Biχ does so because of some relation
which involves only finitely many elements and so is captured in
some small covering approximation; hence the limit is isomorphic
to ®Biχ.
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Consider then any φ: U-+®Biχ with U in ϋJ-Al(ra). Write U
as a quotient LI I where L is a polynomial algebra in m indeterminates.
Since φ(U) is a small subalgebra, we can find an {S'—^ T-} such
that the image of ® T'iχ includes φ(U); and then the map L —* U—>
® I?ί;ι factors through ® Γ/r Each element of I goes to zero in
some larger approximation; choosing {S —> ΓJ beyond all m of these
we get φ factoring through ® T ί r

4* Cech cohomology* If {A—*JBJ is a covering and L an
abelian functor, recall [1, pp. 18-22] that the Gech cohomology groups
Hn({A —+ Bt), L) are the homology groups of the sequence

L(A) > ΠL{B%) Z=X ΠL(Bh ®A BH) = ? •.- .

If {A—>Ck} is another covering refining {A—*Bt}f then there are
natural homomorphisms

> B<}, L) > H%{A > Ck), L) .

These are independent of the particular maps chosen to express the
refinement. The direct limit over all coverings (if it exists) is
denoted Hn(A, L).

THEOREM 4.1. Let F be an abelian functor on jB-Al(m), and
{A—*Bi} a covering in ϋJ-Al. Let {S—>Tk} run over the small
covering approximations to {A—»ί?J. Then Hn({A~+Bi}, j*F) is the
direct limit of the Hn({S-> Tk}, F).

Proof. Since the limit is taken over a filtered category, it is
exact [1, p. 11]. Hence the result follows from (3.3).

DEFINITION [1, p. 39]. An abelian functor F is flasque if the
cohomology groups Hn{{A —> Bt}9 F) vanish for all n ^ 1 and all
coverings.

COROLLARY 4.2. If F is a flasque abelian functor on i2-Al (m),
then j*F is also flasque.

THEOREM 4.3. Let F be an abelian functor on .β-Al(ra), and
let S be in i2-Al(m). Then Hn(S, j*F) exists and is naturally
isomorphic to Hn(S, F).

Proof. The first group is defined as the direct limit, over all
{S-+Bt}9 of H*({S-*Bi},j*F). By (4.1), each of these is in turn
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the limit of Hn({S —> Tk), F) over the small coverings approximating
{S—>Bt}. Combining the two limits and recalling that refinement
homomorphisms do not depend on the algebra maps giving the refine-
ment, we see that we have simply the limit over all {S~+ Tk], that
is, Hn(S, F).

This elucidates a question arising in [3, pp. 67-70]. Working
with Gech cohomology of F(A) = A* (Amitsur cohomology) and
related functors, Chase and Rosenberg in effect replaced a limit over
all coverings by a limit over small coverings. In their cases they
could show that the groups so obtained turned out to be sufficiently
large. Theorem 4.3 now shows that in fact they automatically had
the full cohomology groups.

THEOREM 4.4. Let F be an abelian functor on iϋ-Al(m). Then
Hn( — , j*F) exists and is m-based, being in fact j*[Hn( — , F)].

Proof. Note first that for any S —>A, every small covering
{S—> Tk) approximates at least one covering of A, namely {A—*A ®s Tk).
Now Hn(A, j*F) is by definition a direct limit over all {A—*I?J,
and by (4.1) each of these is in turn a limit over small approxima-
tions. Reversing the order of the limits we have the limit over
all S—>A of a limit over all small coverings {S—>Tk}9 and that is

If F is a functor whose values are nonabelian groups, the coho-
mology sequence does not exist but H1 can be defined as a set.
If F is actually a sheaf of groups (to anticipate for a moment),
then one can define other sheaves called principal homogeneous
sheaves for F over an algebra A; the definition does not matter
here (cf. [4, Exp. IV, § 5]), merely the fact that such objects are
classified by H\A, F). Restating the conclusions of (4.3) and (4.4)
in this language gives us the following result.

THEOREM 4.5. Let L be an m-based sheaf of groups.
(a) If S is a small algebra, then every principal homogeneous

sheaf for L over S is also m-based.
(b) Let A be any algebra. Then each principal homogeneous

sheaf for L over A comes from a principal homogeneous sheaf for
L over some small subalgebra of A.

Finally, if F is an arbitrary functor, the equalizer sets
H°({A-+Bi},F) and their limit H°(A, F) can still be defined, and
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the arguments still apply to them:

THEOREM 4.6. Let F be any functor on R-Al (m). Then the
statements in Theorems 4.1, 4.3, and 4.4 are valid for H\

5* Sheaves and sheafification* Recall [1, p. 2] that a functor
L is a sheaf if the natural map L(A) —• H°({A —* Bt}, L) is an iso-
morphism for every covering {A-+Bt}. Then Theorem 4.6 immediately
yields the following basic result.

THEOREM 5.1. Let F be a sheaf on R-Al(m). Then j*F is a
sheaf on R-Al.

Approximation by small coverings is of course the idea lying
behind this theorem. Recall that if L is any functor, a morphism
L~+M is the sheafification of L if M is a sheaf universal for
morphisms of L into sheaves. Combining (5.1) and (2.1 α, c), we
get:

COROLLARY 5.2. Let F be a functor on R-Al (m) with sheafifica-
tion F—*G. Then j*F—>j*G is the sheafification of

COROLLARY 5.3. An m-based functor has a sheafification, and
the sheafification is again m-based.

Proof. There is a standard construction, namely two applica-
tions of F\->H°( — , F), which produces sheafiίications [1, pp. 24-30].
On R-Al (m) this process obviously can be performed without set-
theoretic difficulties, and we then use (5.2).

THEOREM 5.4. As a map from sheaves on R-Al (m) to sheaves
on R-Al> the operation j * satisfies all the statements of (2.1). The
same is true of j * as a map on abelian sheaves.

EXAMPLE. TO show that (5.3) has some point to it, we now
exhibit a functor on R-Al which does not have a sheafification. For
P a prime ideal of an i?-algebra A, let /c(P) denote the fraction
field of A/P. Let F{A) be the collection of all locally constant
functions / which map the space Spec (A) into some von Neumann
cardinal and satisfy f{P) < # ιc(P) for all P. If φ: A -> B is a
homomorphism and Q is a prime of B, then φ^iQ) is a prime of A
satisfying # κ{φ~ιQ) S # fc{Q). Hence φ does induce a map of F(A)
into F(B), and F is a functor.
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THEOREM 5.5. The functor F just defined has no sheafification.

Proof. Let n be any cardinal, and define Ln(A) to be the
locally constant maps from Spec (A) to n. This is a sheaf — in fact,
it is given by the scheme which is a disjoint union of n copies of
Spec(jβ). We map cardinals to n by sending the elements less than
n to themselves and all others to zero; this gives a natural trans-
formation F—>Ln. If F has a sheafification G, the map F—+Ln

must factor through G. But for any given A there is an n for
which F(A)—+Ln(A) is injective; hence F(A) —> G(A) must always
be injective.

It follows from this that if A —* B is faithfully flat, then the
equalizer of F(B)zχF{B®AB) must inject into G{A). But suppose
we let A be a field and B an extension field. The two set maps of
Spec (B ®AB) to Specί? are the same, since Spec (B) is a point;
hence all of F(B) must inject into G(A). But F(B) has the same
cardinality as B, which can be arbitrarily large.

REMARKS, (a) The functor F is obviously not basically bounded.
(b) The last half of the argument shows also that H°(A, F)

does not exist.
(c) One can force the sheafification G to exist by restricting to

a fixed "universe", but then G(A) will increase as the universe
expands.

6* Schemes*

THEOREM 6.1. Let L he the sheaf represented by an algebra B,
i.e. L(A) — Hom^ (B, A). Then L is m-based if and only if # (B) <̂  m.

This is useful but trivial. Slightly more interesting is the
following generalization, where the number of affines is irrelevant.

THEOREM 6.2. Let X be a scheme over Spec (B) and F the
sheaf given by X, i.e. F(A) — HomSpec(.β) (Spec (A), X). If X can be
covered by open affines Spec (Ba) where each # (Ba) ^ m, then F is
m-based.

Proof. Localizations of the Ba again have cardinality <; m; adding
them to the collection, we may assume the Spec (Ba) are a basis of
X. The result then follows from (5.4), (6.1), and the following
lemma:

LEMMA 6.3. Let X be a scheme over Spec (ϋ?), and Ua a basis
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of open subschemes. Then the sheaf given by X is the sheaf direct
limit of those given by the Ua.

Proof. Let Y be the functor direct limit of the sheaves given
by the Ua. If two elements Spec (A) —> Ua and Spec (A) —* Uβ give
the same map to X, we can cover Spec (A) by finitely many open
affines Spec (Aλ) each mapped to some Uλ £ Ua Π Uβ; the two elements
of course give the same map on Spec(A^). Since {A—+Aλ} is a
covering, the two elements are identified in the sheafification of Y,
which thus injects into the sheaf given by X. That injection is
surjective because, given any map Spec (A)—>X, we can cover
Spec (A) by finitely many open affines each mapping into some Ua.

Obviously the lemma is valid in the Zariski topology, not just
the flat topology. This is perhaps the place to point out that our
(flat) sheaves are indeed sheaves for the Zariski topology and hence
extend in a unique reasonable way to (contravariant) functors on
schemes over Spec (R). This process defines an equivalence between
our sheaves and the (fpqc) sheaves on schemes over Spec {R), cf.
[4, Exp. IV, §6]. The restriction to functors on iϋ-algebras has been
adopted purely as a matter of convenience.

?• Derived functors and Ext groups*

THEOREM 7.1. Let Σ be a left-exact functor on abelian sheaves
over i?-Al (m), and let R{ denote derived functors. Then for every
abelian sheaf G on i?-Al (m) we have

Proof. We know t h a t j * is exact, and consequently j*M is
injective whenever M is a n injective abelian sheaf on R-Al. We also
know by (4.2) t h a t if G is flasque then j*G is also flasque. F o r
such a flasque G, then, let

0 > j * G > MQ > M1 >

be an injective resolution. Since j*G is flasque, the sequence is an
exact sequence of functors [1, p. 39], and hence its restriction

0 > G > j*M0 > j*M, >

stays exact and is an injective resolution of G. Applying Σ to this
and taking homology thus gives us (RnΣ)(G) as well as Rn(Σ © j*)(j*G),
so the two are equal for flasque G.

Take now any G and resolve it by injectives,
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0 >G >I0 >IX > . . . .

Each It is ίlasque [1, p. 40], and hence by the previous step
Rn(Σ o j*)(j J.) equals (RnΣ)(It), which is zero. Therefore the exact
sequence

0 > J * C T > J *J-o > J *J-ι > ' '

is a resolution by (lΌ^-acyclics, and we can compute Rn(Σ o j*)(j*G)
by applying Σ o j* and taking homology. But since j*j*Iτ ~ Iif we
get just (R*Σ)(G).

Thus the derived functors of Σ <> j* applied to an m-based sheaf
can be computed in the category of abelian sheaves on 12-Al (m).
For example, let F be a fixed abelian sheaf on R-Al (m), and set
Σ(G) - Horn (F, G). Then Horn (j\F, L) = Horn (F, j*L) = (Σ o j*)(L),
so the theorem is applicable:

COROLLARY 7.2. Let F and G be abelian sheaves on R-Al (m).
Then Ext% (F, G) - Ext% (j*F, j\G).

In this corollary we can in particular take F to be the constant
sheaf Z, which by (6.2) is m-based for any m. This gives us
cohomology:

COROLLARY 7.3. Let G be an abelian sheaf on R-Al (m). Then

8. The functors Hn(-,j*G).

THEOREM 8.1. Let G be an abelian sheaf on R-Al (m). Then
the functors AY-+ Hn(A, j*G) are m-based.

Proof. The groups Hn(A, M) can be defined as the derived
functors of M^->M(A), and they can be computed by flasque re-
solutions [1, p. 41]. As in (7.1), an injective resolution

0 >G >I0 >IX >.. .

yields a fiasque resolution

0 > i*G > j * I 0 > j\Λ

and hence Hn{A, j*G) are the homology groups of the complex
j*Ii(A). For S in R-Al (m) one can similarly compute the groups
Hn(S, j\G) = Hn(S, G) as the homology groups of the complex It(S).
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But each j*Ii(A) is the direct limit of 1,(5) over all maps S—* A,
giving us actually a direct limit of complexes. This limit, indexed
by a filtered category, is exact; it therefore passes to homology,
and Hn(A, j*G) is the direct limit of the Hn(S, j*G).

9* Ext functors and Ext sheaves* Let L be an abelian sheaf
on R-Al. If A is any iϋ-algebra, composing L with the forgetful
functor yields a sheaf LA on A-algebras, and it is then true [1,
p. 45] that H*(Lj) is the same as Hn(A, L). Comparing (7.2), (7.3),
and (8.1), one might be tempted to conjecture that if L and M are
m-based the functors A h-> Έxtn (LA, MA) should be m-based. But
this is false even for Ext0 = Horn, as we now show.

EXAMPLE. Let r be a cardinal. Let G(B) = B, and let F(B) =
B{r). Both F and G are countably based over the integers, F being
the direct sum of r copies of G. Clearly Horn (FΛ, GA) = End (GA)

r.
But all units of A give endomorphisms of GA, and hence Ar is
contained in End (GA)

r. Considering large A, we see that A h->
Horn (FΛ, GA) cannot be m-based for any m less than r. Thus in
general an increase in the cardinality is necessary.

THEOREM 9.1. Let F and G be m-based abelian sheaves. Let
r be the cardinality of the disjoint union of all F(S) for S in
_β-Al (m). Then the functors A i—> Ext% (FA, GA) are all r-based.

Proof. We first introduce some special m-based sheaves and
prove the result for them. Given a fixed S in iϋ-Al (m), define a
sheaf Zs on iϋ-Al by taking Zs and extending by zero; explicitly,
ZS(B) is a direct sum of copies of Z(B), one copy for each map of
S to B. Clearly Zs is an m-based sheaf, and Horn {Zs, L) — L(S)
for any sheaf L. It is clear also that as sheaves on A-algebras we
have (ZS)A = ZA®S, and hence Kom((Zs)A, M) = M{A®S) for every
sheaf M on A-Al. Therefore Extw {{ZS)A, M) = Hn(A®S, M), and thus
in particular Ext* {(ZS)A, GA) = Hn {A®S, G). But small algebras of
the form S' (x) S are cofinal among small algebras mapping to A(x)S,
and hence by (8.1) we know H*(A®S, G) is the limit of Hn{S'®S, G).
In other words, the functors A h-> Ext% {Zs)Ai GA) are m-based.

Let F now be an arbitrary m-based sheaf. For each S in
J2-A1 (m) and each element of F(S) there is a map Zs —> F sending
1 in ZS(S) to the prescribed element; let L be the direct sum of all
these Zs. Then L is again an m-based sheaf. (In general we would
have to sheafify, but since our coverings are finite the functor
direct sum is a sheaf [1, p. 53].) The obvious map L—>F is sur-
jective at all S in iϋ-Al (m), and hence by (2.1 f) is surjective
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everywhere. Let K be its kernel, so that

0 >κ >L—>F >0

is an exact sequence of m-based sheaves.

I claim that the cardinal r which bounds the union of values of
F will do the same for L, and hence also for K. Indeed, we can
identify Z(B) with integer-valued functions on the finite sequences
of orthogonal idempotents adding to 1 in B, and thus # Z(B) S m
for small B. Then ZS(B) is a sum indexed by maps S—•£, of
which there are at most 2m, and L(B) is a sum of r such terms.
By construction r Ξ> 2m, and hence # L(B) ^ r. There are only 2m

different B in iϋ-Al (m), so r also bounds the disjoint union.
Now for any A in R-Al we have a long exact sequence

0 > Horn (FA, GA) > Horn (LΛ, GA) > Horn (KA, GA)

> Ext 1 (FA, GA) > Ext 1 (LA, GA) > Ext 1 (KA, GA) > .

For each T in i?-Al (r) mapping to A we get a similar exact
sequence mapping to this one; since the limit over T-^A is exact
we get a limiting exact sequence mapping to this one. But
A h-> Ext% (LA, GA) is r-based, for it is a product of r factors
Extw ((Z5)^, G )̂ each of which is m-based. Thus we have iso-
morphism at all the middle terms, and hence an injection on the
term Horn (F, G). But since the argument applies to K with the
same r, we have injection on the term Horn (K, G), and hence
bijection on Horn (F, G). Therefore there is similarly a bijection on
Horn (K, G)j and hence an injection on Ext1 (F, G), and so on.

COROLLARY 9.2. Let Horn (F, G) denote the sheaf A H->Horn (FA, GA),
and let Ext% {F, G) be its derived sheaves. Then they are all
r~based.

Proof. By [6, p. V-29] they are the sheafifications of the
functors A t-> Ext* (FA, GA).

For any basically bounded sheaves F, G one can similarly show
that A h^ Morph (FA, GA) is basically bounded.
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